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Calculations on the ground states of the hellum isoelectronic series are carried out using variational wavefunctions of 
the form e (x .y), in which x and y are the combinations rl + rz f r,* occurring in the Coulomb Green’s function. The re- 
sults for helium are the most accurate to date using a two-variable wavefunction. accounting for 71.5% of the correlation 
energy. 

The-Coulomb Green’s function is the solution un- 
der specified boundary conditions of the differential 
equations [1] : 

(~kZ+tVi2;Z/~i)G(rl,‘2,k)=S(‘12), i= 1,2. 

(1) 
We use atomic units, whereby h = e = p = 1. The sum 
of eqs. (1) over the two particle labels gives- 

(k2tf$:t~V~iZ/~~iZ/~2)G(rl,r2,k)=26(r12), 

(2) 
which closely resembles the Schri5diiger equation for 
a helium-like atom. As shown by Hostler [2], the 
Coulomb Green’s function depends on just two vari- 
ables: 

x=r1+r2+-)i;, y-‘l+r-2-‘12, (3) 

rather than three - say rl ~ 5, r-12 - which would be 
expected on the basis of roMiona1 invariance alone. 
This reduction is a consequence of the SO(4) dynam- 
ical symmetry of the Coulomb problem. This higher 
symmetry is also_co&ected with the existence of an 
additional constant of the motion, the Rurrge-Lenz 
vector. 

Specifically the retarded Coulomb Green’s func- 
tion G+(x;y,k),is given by [3j: 

G+(x,y,k) = -(nik)-‘(x - y)-l(d/dx - alay) 

X r(i - iv)Mz2(-iXy) Wz2(-ikx), 

v = Z/k, Imk>O, (4) 

in which M and W are Whittaker functions as defined 
by Buchholz [4] _ 

In this note, we shall explore variational wavefunc- 
tions of the_ form $(x,y) to approximate IS states 
of the helium isoelectronic series. Rigorously, of 
course, three variables such as rl, r2, r12 are required 
to span the functional domain for S states. It is of in- 
terest, nevertheless, to see how far-one can go with 
just x andy dependence. 

The classical work of Hylleraas [S] was based on 
the independent variables: 

s-r1-tr2, f=Til-12, 24 =r12’ (5) 

Since x = s + u and y = s - A, our computations will 
be eq-uivalent to those of Hylleraas with the variable 
t absent. -_ 

For hell&t-like systems, the hamiltonian is given 
by 1 

H=-_:V12--V22-Z/r~-Zlr2+ l/ir2. (6) 

For 6 = $(x;y), we write the variational integral 

E = (9 ,HJI)/(JI 99) = (T-+ Q/N; (7) 

wiiil 
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iV=&j=j (~~+4xy+y~)(x-y)~~9(x,y)~‘dx dy, 

0 0 (8) 

T=hJ j 0’ + by) (w/w2 
-0 0 

+ o* + 2ry) (wlay)? (X - Y)~ dx dy, (9) 

m I 
y= .-$y 

IS (x +Y)@ -r)‘lWy)12~dy 
0 0 

1 -x 
WI0 * J.r (x2+ 4xy -Q2)(x -y)l~(xyjl%xd,~_ 

(10) 
Specifically, we consider linear variational functions 

of the form 

W,Y) = e -a(x+y) c c 
m,n XrnY” - (11) 

IIl,Il 

The integrals (8)-(10) are then given explicitly by 

N=kmFL, 1[4,01 +2[3,11 - 6[2,2] 
9 . -. 

X {2o[m([3,0] - 3[1,2] +2[0,3]) 

+a3,01 - 3wl + [0,31)1 

--mk([2,0] - 3[0,2] +2[-1,3]) 

- n1(2[3,-1] - 3[2,0] + [0,2])}, 

‘= $ ,Fk I ‘msn ck,l &i22 + 2)[3,0i 
f . , 

+(122+6)[2,1] +(12Z- 6)[1,2] 

’ +(-122 - 2)[0,3]). 

We have introduced the notation 

[&.I] =(??r+k+I,n+1+J), 

in terms of the elementary inte,@s 

(12) 

(13 

(14) 

(IS) 

Table 1 
Helium calculations with X-term basis 

N Q -E 

1 0.84375 2.84765625 
3 0.905 2.8912315 
6 0.935 2.8916945 

10 0.99 1.8917460 
15 1.03 2_891750194 

The functional form (11) trivially includes the sim- 
ple exponential exp [--o(x + y)] , equivalent to the 
scaled hydrogenic product exp[-2ar(rl + r?)] _ This 
is optimized for CY = 27!32, giving the approximate 
helium ground-state energy E = -2.84765625 hartree. 
With the inclusion of sets of linear terms containing 
higher powers of x and y, we obtain the results sum- 
marized in table l_ The exponential parameter has 
been reoptimized for each basis set. The three-term 
function(l,x.y)givesanoptimalenergyof-2.8912315 
H_ The six-term function (addingx2,xy,$) gives 
-2.8916504 H. The ten-term function (adding x3, 

Table 2 
Coefficients for helium fifteen-term function, Q = 1.03 

CKL 0) 1.000000000 
C(l,O) 0.265456196 
C(O, 1) -0.175206467 
CC% 0) 0.017240841 
C(1, 11 0.080962524 
C(O, 1) -0.041635911 
C(3,O) 0.002107589 
C(%l) -0.008768843 
C(1, ‘1 0.001859248 
C(O,3) -0.000208398 
C(4,Ol 0.000080883 

6x3,1) 0.001069403 
C(2,2) 0.000208337 
C(l, 31 -0.000588844 
C(O,4) 0.000024063 
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Table 3 
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Helium isoelectronic sequence ground&ate energies using fifteen-term function 

Z a --E -E(SCF) a) -E(exact) h) 7ocorr 

1 

:- 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

0.435 0.50975076 0.48793 0.52759152 55.0 
1.03 2.89175019 2.86168 2.90372433 71.5 

1.60 7.26902230 7.23641 7.27991339 75.0 

2.20 13.645 14384 13.61130 13.65556622 76.5 
2.78 22.02081175 21.98623 22.03097156 77.3 
3.35 32.39625486 32.36119 32.40624658 77.8 
3.95 44.77157028 44.73616 44.78144513 78.2 
4.58 59.14680624 59.11114 59.15659510 78.5 

5.05 75.52198941 75.48613 75.53171234 78.7. 

a) Ref. 17). b) Ref. [8] _ 

x2y,xy2,y3) gives -2.8917460 H. Finally, with fif- 
teen terms (addingx4,x3y,x2y2,xy3,y4), we ob- 
tain -2.891750194 H. The coefficients are shown in 
table 2. It is estimated that with additional terms the 
procedure would converge to an approximate energy 
of -2.89175065 H. Given the exact non-relativistjc 
energy of -2.903724375 H [6] and the Hartree-Fock 
energy of -2.86168 H [7], it is seen that our calcula- 
tion accounts for =71.5% of the correlation energy 
of helium. 

In table 3, we present analogous cakulations, using 
the fifteen-term function, on the ls2 1 S ground states 

of the helium isoelectronic sequence from2 = 1 to 
2 = 9. The results are compared with the self-consis- 
tent-field calculations of Roothaan and Weiss [7] and 
the essentially exact 13th-order perturbation calcula- 
tions of Scherr and Knight [8] _ As shown in the last 
column of table 3, the fraction of correlation energy 
captured by @(x,y) increases to over 75% for two- 
electron atoms beyond helium. 

The calculations on helium-like systems described 
in this note are the most accurate to date based on 
wavefunctions dependent on just two variables. 
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